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Abstract 

 
When one considers training a large language model (LLM), it may require significant 
computational resources and a long period of time. It is not possible that one can train and 
deliver an LLM product frequently. Between two versions of an LLM, there must be some 
information updates in the real world such that the training data would change accordingly. This 
means the old version of LLM would give some outdated outputs during this period. Therefore, 
one may wonder if the updated information could be used to do knowledge editing (KE) such 
that one would edit the knowledge in the old version and would not need to train the model 
completely. 
 
The goal of the thesis is to design a module that follows an LLM such that when a prompt is 
input into the LLM and the LLM generates an answer, the module can validate the answer and 
give a more reliable answer when the original one seems outdated. Our model will establish a 
score function by a neural network to intuitively act as a metric of similarity. Its input will be the 
prompt and a candidate answer for that prompt, and its output will be a scalar that can be 
understood as a distance or quality between the two components. If the score is low, then the 
answer is likely to be true. Especially when comparing two answers, one can simply compare the 
scores to decide which one is more reliable. We will use contrastive learning as a perfect way to 
implement for this model, where we maximize the score for undesired answers and minimize the 
score for our new answer. The main structure would be BERT connected with an MLP for the 
score function implementation. 
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